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What are we going to cover?

 Why are goals so important?

 What is a “Risk Assessment” and how is it connected to 

setting goals?

 What is an Work-Plan and how do I write one that's 

actually useful?

 How do I execute my Work-Plan after it is written?
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Practice question #1 in chat

Type your first name only, and, the 

number of years you’ve been doing 

infection prevention.
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Practice question #2 in chat

 What is your main focus at the beginning of each workday?

a) Navigating the emergent issues of the day.

b) Getting that second cup of coffee.

c) Checking your email to see what happened during night-shift.

d) Checking your outlook calendar to see what meetings were 

added since you last looked.

e) Making progress toward accomplishing your goals.

f) All of the above.
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An evidence-based approach

 Michigan State University - August 26, 2014

 “The results of the study showed that 76 percent of 

participants who wrote down their goals, actions and 

provided weekly progress to a friend successfully achieved 

their goals. This result is 33 percent higher than those 

participants with unwritten goals, with a success rate of 

only 43 percent of goals achieved. This study shows the 

value of taking the time to write down your goals, create 

an action plan and develop a system of support”.
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Infection Preventions most important 

documents

 These are the documents that give focus and 

provide direction.  They give shape to your 

infection control program.

Risk Assessment 

Strategic Work Plan
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What is a Risk Assessment?

 Process to identify potential hazards that could negatively impact the 

organization.  

 Some risk assessments also evaluate the likelihood and impact of those 

hazards.

 May involve data gathering, or, may just be instinctive.

 May work as part of a group, or, work independently.

 May be more a descriptive written text, or, numerical chart.

 Time needed for reflection: Strengths and weaknesses.
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My 10 question Risk Assessment guide

1. What are the characteristics of your 
patient/resident population?

2. What services are provided, and NOT provided at 
your organization?

3. Did you accomplish last years goals?

4. What are you highest ranked risks from the 
numerical risk assessment?

5. Do you have concerns about the facilities 
infrastructure?
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My 10 question Risk Assessment guide

6. What were the results of the last DOH survey?

7. Are there any new regulations or 
recommendations (DOH, CDC, CMS)?

8. Any new products, new procedures, or new 
managers?

9. What input has administration given you, 
priorities have been set by the health care 
team?

10. What emerging or reemerging infections are in 
your community?
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Scenario: a risk assessment for the 

Lazidaze Hospital

 Lets say you are new to the role of infection control.  You've been working at 

the Lazidaze Hospital for a few years, and, you’ve noticed a few things:

 Staff have to carry dirty linens to soiled utility room the far end of the building.  

During the last DOH inspection the surveyor saw staff doing this and made a 

comment about this being a problem, but, it was never cited in the their final 

report.

 The patients on Unit 3 have more Foleys than patients on other units; you're not 

sure if all those patients in unit 3 actually need Foleys, or, if they are being used 

for convenience.

 There has been a leak in the roof on Unit 3 for months.  Facilities has been trying 

to repair it, but in the meantime resident rooms in that part of the building smell 

damp. You heard that renovations are planned.
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Lazidaze cont.

 There’s a new housekeeper on Unit 3 and she doesn’t seem to clean quite as 

well as the housekeeper that just retired.  There is an uptick in C diff on that 

unit and you’ve seen staff not washing their hands with soap and water.

 An RSV outbreak occurred last year an about 15 residents expired.

 A new manager of activities was just hired.  The EVS manager will be retiring 

next month.

 Last year, you heard a rumor about the DOH not requiring TB skin testing 

annually.  Your not sure if policies have been updated yet.  

 When you sit down to work on your risk assessment, which things are you 

going  to rank as potential ‘risks’ for the nursing home?  If you have access to 

past infection data, this is a good time to review it!
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What are the Potential Risks at 

Lazidaze?

 Another RSV outbreak

 Transport of linens

 Foley utilization

 Environmental cleanliness

 C. difficile

 Leaking roof

 Policies

 Hand hygiene
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What does Lazidaze seem to be doing 

good?

 The fact that we haven’t mentioned anything about MRSA, CAUTIs and 

CLABSIs might mean that Lazidaze is doing okay with these, or, it might mean 

that we just simply don’t know because we’re not paying attention to those 

things.  This is where having historical data on infections can be really helpful 

in developing a slightly more objective risk assessment. 
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10 question Risk Assessment sample
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Why is a Risk Assessment important?  

Which one of these describes you?

 You care about your residents and don’t want to see them get healthcare acquired 

infections.  You want to make a difference in their lives.

 You wear multiple hats. You have limited time and resources to dedicate to 

infection prevention, you don’t have time to waste.

 There are competing priorities and a lot of problems to fix. You can’t fix every 

thing at once, and, not every problem deserves the same amount of attention.  

You’re constantly pulled into daily ‘fires’ that need to be put out.

 You want your infection prevention program to have high-impact.  You want you 

administrator to know that you are valuable and your work in infection control 

helps the bottom-line, and, helps maintain compliance with regulatory agencies.

 Now its time to write those goals in our Work Plan!
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“If you don’t know where 

you are going, you might 

wind up someplace else.” 
– Yogi Berra
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What is a Work-Plan?

 “Work Plan” is just a special term we use for ‘goal-setting’.  It is your 

“to-do” list for the year.  It will build on your previous work.

 But more than just a list of goals:

 A work plan also tracks progress over time (monthly/quarterly).

 It describes how your going to implement your goals, includes 

strategies, includes methods of evaluation and sets time frames 

for reporting.

 Your Work Plan will often be one of the first documents a surveyor will 

ask to see when they walk in the building.
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A word about writing goals:

Goals should be SMART 

 Specific – must be well defined

Measurable – include precise 
amounts/rates/percentages

Attainable – don’t set a goal that you have no hope 
of achieving

Relevant – keep goals aligned with you risk 
assessment

Time – goals should have deadline, or, timeline for 
measurement.
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Polling Question

 Which of these two goals is SMART?

1) Hand-hygiene will be performed 100% of the time.

2) Secret shoppers will perform 100 hand-hygiene 

observations of nursing home staff.  Observations will 

be recorded using an standard tool.  The compliance 

rate will remain above 95%. This data will be 

reported at the quarterly QUAPI meeting.
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Outcome-measures vs. Process-measures

 Outcome-measures are the high level clinical outcomes that healthcare 

systems target (infections)

 CAUTI rates

 CLABSI rates

 MRSA rates

 Process-measures are the specific steps in a process that lead to a particular 

outcome (things that lead to preventing infection).

 Hand-hygiene

 Daily Foley care

 Environmental cleaning

 Must have both!
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Polling question

 Which of these goals is a Process-measure and which is an 

Outcome-measure?

1) At least 75% of nursing home staff will be vaccinated with 

influenza vaccine by November 1st .

2) Decrease the incidence of C. difficile to a rate of less than 

0.3 infections per 1000 resident days by the end of the 4th

quarter.
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Based on our Lazidaze Risk Assessment, 

what goals should be in our Work Plan?

 One of the first things we noticed was that not all staff are wearing  PPE 

when in an isolation room.  We think this might be related to staff not 

having access to isolation PPE supplies. But, it also might be related to a 

lack of education, or, maybe staff know exactly what to do, but aren’t 

complying because nobody is monitoring them.

 Our goal could focus on ensuring adequate PPE supplies, or,

 We could focus on educating staff and then monitoring them daily, or, 

 We could write our goal to include all of the above.
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Sample of a PPE Work Plan goal
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Lets try writing another Work Plan goal 

 There is a new housekeeper on unit 3 who doesn't seem to be cleaning 

as well as the housekeeper that just retired.  We also know that C. 

difficile cases are increasing on that unit and you’ve seen that staff 

are not washing their hands with soap and water.

 Our goal could focus on:

Measuring C diff cases (outcome measure). 

Measuring hand-hygiene compliance (process measure).

Measuring environmental cleanliness (process measure).

 or a combination of all-of-the-above
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C diff goal example
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What is a ‘gap-analysis’ and how to 

include one into your Work Plan

 Designed to help you take an inventory on where your facility stands 

compared to a gold-standard.

 A gap analysis is a comparison of actual performance with desired 

performance.

 In healthcare, “desired-performance” is generally a list of practices that are 

published in best-practice guidelines, self-assessment tools, professional 

guidelines, or survey-readiness documents.

 These are extremely helpful (and usually required) and can be easily 

incorporated into your Work Plan.
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Self-assessment tools
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Incorporate the self-assessment tool 
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Now that your Work-Plan is complete, 

how do you actually accomplish it?

“Life doesn't make any sense without 

interdependence.  We need each other, 

and, the sooner we learn that, the better 

for us all.” – Erik Erikson

“I can’t talk right now.  I’m on my way to a 

volcano.” – Walter Mitty
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You cant do this job alone!

 Delegating – an act of assigning or entrusting something to 

someone.

 Champions – a person who vigorously supports or defends 

a person or cause.

 Networking – interact or engage with others to exchange 

ideas or information.
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Stay focused!

 In the movie, Walter finds himself caught up in an 

adventure, but in real life most of us just have to persist

 Discipline yourself to think about one goal each day and 

do one small thing toward accomplishing it.
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Meetings are your friend

 Chance to showcase your work

 Platform for increasing awareness

 Cast a vison and get buy-in

 Help to hold you accountable

 Beware the pitfalls of meetings:

 Give some thought to how you present your data

 No surprises - campaign prior to the meeting
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Adding a text box to a graph
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Graphs should “tell a story”
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Resources:

 https://www.cdc.gov/longtermcare/training.html

 www.apic.org

 Search bar at top right corner

 Am J Infect Control 2007;35:427-40
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Thank you!!

Questions???

Russell.Grant@aofmh.org
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